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Committee Secretary

Community Support and Services Committee

Dear Committee Secretary,

I am writing to express my disapproval of any extension of the Queensland government’s
Emergency legislation.

It is with some dismay that I see this government claiming a “keeping Queenslanders safe”
mantra, whilst manufacturing a provably false justification for totalitarian mismanagement
and control of what was once a democratic state in a democratic nation.

The corruption, dishonesty, deceit, blame-shifting, obfuscation, name-calling of opponents
and general ineptitude in the face of overwhelming evidence that masks worn by the
majority are ineffective against viruses, that the Covid-19 vaccines, particularly the mRNA
clutch, have done (and continue to do) more damage to the population than the disease
itself, that vaccinating young children is entirely unnecessary and potential harmful in the
longer run. This government’s approach has been entirely self-serving and morally
bankrupt.

I am not a conspiracy theorist. I do not engage with social media. I do engage with
legitimate data from across the world (eg VAERS, UK’s Yellow Card, etc). I used to
attempt to make sense of TGA’s reporting also until they made it so convoluted and
difficult to access the truth. I have read Pfizer’s own data that they were compelled to
release after attempting to hide it away for several decades. I read that the efficacy of the
existing vaccines is now ridiculously low, especially for children (and the efficacy rate was
always a calculation aimed at presenting a false picture anyway). There is so much genuine
evidence now available to show that the vaccines are not “safe and effective.”

I do understand that “social distancing” may be an effective means of controlling spread of
infections, but I do not believe that an absolute figure such as 1.5 metres can be reasonably
enforced. Nor should businesses be compelled to do the enforcing. A far better approach
would be to convince a population through education of the importance of maintaining a
“safe” distance from others – and certainly not destroying any trust in a procedure like this
by permitting thousands to attend football matches. A mandate is not needed to compel
compliance. It is now demonstrably true that the majority of hospitalisations and deaths are
amongst the fully vaccinated, even the boosted (who were all told ironically that it was the
only way to protect themselves, their families and the community.) I believe the image of
the police force has been severely tarnished also by forcing them to fine and arrest any
opposition – which they have done sometimes with unnecessary violence. This
government is to blame for that.
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It is a fact that the virus spread in Queensland only after borders were opened. Had they
been opened far earlier – or never closed at all, as the framers of the National Constitution
envisaged - the virus would have still spread, but the economy would not have plummeted,
thousands of businesses would have suffered far less, mental health issues would not have
reached the levels we now experience and just maybe we would have seen people
diagnosed with their real health issues and not labelled a Covid statistic.

Please wake up to a reality that no matter what they do governments cannot control Covid
or any disease; the Queensland government would do far better to direct the leadership of
Queensland Health to offer more meaningful advice in coping with Covid symptoms
instead of the rather poor excuse for advice that currently exists.

But certainly an extension of an unpopular mandate is only going to split the community
further; I request it not be enacted.

Yours faithfully,

Marian Dyer,
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